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The Inverell Art Gallery is now taking submissions for Inverell's Contemporary Exhibition 2024

Are you wanting to be considered for the 2024 Inverell Contemporary Exhibition?
Read on for more information about the exhibition, what and how to submit. 
Click here to read the Terms and conditions.

submissions
There is no cost to submit or exhibit. 30% commission is taken on artwork sales. Entries are
welcome from emerging or established artists nationally.

selection Criteria
Submissions will be selected on the following qualities;
    - Originality                           - Concept
    - The quality of work         - Marketability
    - Wholesivness                   - Suitability for our business audience
If your work is not included in this years’ exhibition it may be consider for coming seasons
and a perfect fit along other amazing contemporary Australian artists who are emerging and
at the forefront of their art career's.

inclusions
The Inverell Contemporary Exhibition is curated and installed by the Inverell Art Gallery & in
its 7th year of exhibiting. It is not all just paintings (oil, acrylic, watercolour, we have had them
all), ceramics are a major highlight in the Contemporary as well. 
The Inverell Contemporary Exhibition has a online catalogue as well as a printed catalogue.
We promote across all digital platforms, as well as The Inverell Art Gallery's newsletter, local
newspaper, Radio - New England North West, Visit Inverell, Tourism Guides, Regional Lifestyle
Magazine.

acquisitors
The Inverell Art Gallery invite and work with Acquisitors, who are local art collectors, art
lovers and Inverell Business owners. Acquisitors are given the Inverell Contemporary
Exhibition catalogue early to pledge an amount of money to purchase artwork. The highest
amount pledged is first to choose from the exhibition and order of amounts follow. (The
higher the bid is a certainty of purchasing the artwork they love).

dates
The Inverell contemporary is held annually around May each year. 
Key dates are below: 

Submissions Open: Friday 15th December 2023
Submissions Close: 4pm, Monday 5th Feb 2024
Notified by: By Friday 16th Feb 2024
Administration Forms submitted: Monday 29th April forms (supplied)
Artworks due in the Gallery: Wednesday 8th May 2024
Opening night: 6pm Friday 24th May 2024 at the Inverell Art Gallery
Concludes: Friday 28th June 2024

INVERELL Contemporary 2024 
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Artist application

Name: 

Address:

Mobile contact:

Email contact:

Representing Gallery:

Representing Gallery contact:

Representing Gallery email:

instagram/facebook handle:

checklist below:

 Read the Terms and Conditions on the website

Completed the above application

Artist CV - If emerging please give us a blurb on you! Who, What, Where, Why;
or an artist statement; or Bio - Simply, Why you do what you do!

Digital images of 4 recent works. Including title, size, prize, medium. Sent as jpegs
attached to email, or in a pdf. 

Send to info@inverellartgallery.com.au before 4pm Monday 5th February 2024. 
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